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Over 500 Titles
We have the largest collection of titles in Australia 

and New Zealand. We will custom manufacture for you 

in any colour you desire, but if you only need red, 

yellow, green or blue enamel, we can supply the more 

common titles from stock. All are available with or 

without loop

Embroidered Badges
PRECISION’S iron-on or sew-on badges are beautifully 

made with high stitch density for durability and 

design clarity. Our advanced technology and high 

turnover mean we can waive the industry’s customary 

set-up charges so it will cost you nothing to make 

the change to PRECISION’S superior quality. Our 

easy-to-read price list enables you to see at a 

glance your exact and total cost.



Fundraisers,
Special Events, Awards
Feel free to use our advice and design skills to 

create unique and beautiful awards and 

commemorative crested ware. We can also advise on 

the best selling lines and how to make the most of 

your budget. We love a challenge so even if you think 

your idea is too complex, talk to us!

Old Fashioned Quality
PRECISION’S technology may be highly advanced, but

the quality of our badge ware reflects our 

commitment to time-honoured standards of 

craftsmanship. You can be sure that only the best 

materials, and many hours of painstaking

work have gone into the production of your order.

Old Fashioned Prices
Our competitive prices reflect the cost savings we 

are able to achieve with modern technology, a 

streamlined production system, and high turnover, 

without compromising strict quality guidelines we 

have set ourselves. We are so proud of our prices 

that unlike many of our competitors, we publish 

price lists for most of our products. Please request 

one if you do not already have a copy.

Friendly, Helpful Service
   Service must not suffer in the name of efficiency. 

We meet deadlines, we keep our promises, but most of 

all, we genuinely try to be helpful. Not only do we 

believe that our customer is always right, but we 

frequently provide service and help “beyond the call 

of duty”. Our creative staff enjoy a challenge, so if 

you require unusual designs or items not shown in 

this brochure we will be glad to help.


